
That night we went to Medieval Times. It was beyond cool!

We got there early to look at the exhibits they had. It was really funny to hear the 

people talk so loud and in the old timey English. They basically screamed every 

word! We looked around, bought some things. I bought Phil and Jake gifts for 

Chanukah. I really should’ve got them both wooden swords and let them have 

fun but my mom didn’t think it was a good idea. We got my grandma a necklace 

that’s a heart with a ruby in it. I want to write a poem with it, which I might do 

after I finish telling about the rest of my time there . . .
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(runs where? there) (runs when? early)

(runs how? loud) (runs how? basically)
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A little while after we got there, we bought these non-alcoholic piña coladas. 

They were actually good. We walked around drinking them and saw the prettiest 

horses. There were some brown but mostly white. They were just BEAUTIFUL! 

They looked as if they were glowing!! By the way, the whole time we were 

wearing yellow and red crowns.

A little while later, we were called by crown color to our seats. Our place was 

first row in the center. They were AMAZING seats! You could see everything. 

Our waitress was amazing. She was so funny! To start off she asked what we 

wanted to drink.

They started the show with introducing the “king” and “princess.” They gave 

us soup with bread. It was some tomato bisque thing. I dipped my bread in it 

and it was actually really good. I forgot to mention, there was no silverware for 

the whole meal! Super fun!!

The show continued and they served this HUGE piece of chicken! It was the 

thigh and breast, and it was really good!

(runs how? actually)

(runs when? mostly)
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